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1998 National Forum on Canada's Circumpolar Relations
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Policy Recommendations

*The federal govemment should review its traditional role i policy making and work towards
increasing its emphases on facilitating the links already established between circumpolar groups
and regions, and fostering the growth of new relationshiý's. The traditional top-clown Ottawa
driven approach tends to underestimate the uniqueness of existing and emerging relationships
aniong circumpolar peoples. In addition, the federal govemnment should activate strategies for
encouraging networking and consensus building among northerners. 0f particular importance
is the support of existing networcs among northern scientists, businesses, NGO's, arts and First
Nations.

a The federal government should review its traditional role i policy making, which bas tended
to emphasize the "triumph of particular natins", and work toward the development of a new
model 0f foreign policy that focuses on cooperative relations, joint collaboration and the
betterment of ail parties. This approach already characterizes such areas as land dlaims
resolution in the north, the "soft' approach to the devolution of responsibilities, and such
institutions as the Arctic Council. As embodied in today's north this model is a "people-to-
people " approacli that is community based and embraces such elements as gender equality,
cultural diversity, environmental integrity and sustainable development. Consistent with this
recommendation, it is strongly recotnmended that the exchange of people and ideas, whether
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a lIn order for Canada to become a vehicle, driving the development of a fairer demestic world,
it is recoinmended that Canadian foreign polîcy should reflect the current situation i Canada,
and consistency with domestic values i it's policy initiatives.

3 Canada should market its successes, flot only li technology or product development, but also
li its approaches to developing a fairer and more open society. For example, the Land Clalins
process li the Yukon bas been inclusive., open and responsive to local contexts while at the saine
tinie being innovative in its approach1to the reallocation of resources and opportunities. This
process can be a model marketed tbroughout the world.

z The participants were enthusiastic about the existance of the Arctic Council and recom.mended
that its operations within Canada should be located in the north, and emphasis should be put on
northern participation to the greatest extent possible.

a First Nations should be welcomed as voting members of the Arctic Council.. It is anticipated
that positive experiences among aboriginal groups such as the development of cooperation
agreements, resource sharing accords and other consensus building niechanisins will strengthen
the emerging good will among the inembers of the Arctic Council

*Canada's role in the Arctic Council should be supported at home by mechanisins that ensure
that northemners are involved li deflning issues to be brought to the Coundil,, as weil as li the
developinent of positions talcen by Canada. lI addition, it is recommended that Canada's
representatives on the Arctic Coundil should hold regular open meetings li the north to ensure
that northemn residents are lcept aware of its deliberations, and that there be provisions of
accountability set up for Canada's presentations to the Council.

0 Although circumpolar peoples share common concerns and face similar challenges, many
issues are extremely complex and defy easy resolution. Often the mere fact of national
boundaries makes solutions difficuit to resolve. It is reconimended that Canada briuR to the

issues
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to encourage and support financially dialogue and
)s in the circumpolar region in the areas of sustainable
gement, and business development.

host a workshop to promote, economic

>information and resource
ýuit Circumpolar Conference,
rith the Dene and other Polar





Environmental Issues

cce the lead on ensuring that joint cooperation bet-ween richer circumpolar
to ensure that funds are available for training, and technology for

ai-up.

ure that an exchange of information be madle between circumpolar countries
impact processes monitoring and preven-tion.

Knowledge " is followed by and implementation of it's

e airborne contamninants and global warming impacts

mlal "friendliness".

A.M.

;(je: University of the

how
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Policy Reconunendations

Should Canada develop a northerrn:foreign policy

Participants recornmended that Canada: -

should develop a northern foreigu policy;

should develop this policy in consultation with residents of northern Canada and flot in
isolation from them;

should develop policy that is in accord with the needs, aspirations, cultures, history, and past





fiinds and processes should be developed to revisit this process; Northerners should be
included on a continuing, ongoing basis.

as a body for foreign policy development, the Arctic Council should employ certain tools,
inclucling communication, research and the development of a central information base,
education, and the encouragement of aboriginal seif-determination;

developinent of a northern/circumpàl ar group within External Affairs to support Mary
Simon; discussion emphasized that this new circumpolar foreign policy group should be
northern in stafflng, pbilosophy, awareness, etc.

Children, knowledge, education, and the future

Participants wlio addressed the questions of cbildren/youth and education discussed the
difficulties of experlencing population growth at a time of declmning resources for education
and deeomn. This was felt to be patclryipratin that sotenCanada isat a

dféetdeorpi stage, and lias différent priorities. Participants speculated that this
ight aJ.so be a concern i otb.er circumpolar countries, and feit that a comparison with the
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A University of the Arctic should:

focus on arctic issues, and promote cooperation and communication about them;

use existing resources and expertise in circuxnpolar areas: no brick and mortar were the,
words of one participant;

be run by an international secretariat;-

Sutilize distance and remote learning;

encourage and develop skills in uorthern youth;

mncorporate rdtoa education, which would require funding to collect on a circunipolar

nt people tb.rough techniques
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Environmental Concerns

1 cousider environmental concerus as basic to the
should strive to:

the contaminants originate;

utamnants;.

aation when relevant.
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Jurisdiction, sovereignty, and Canada's ability to enforce

who addressed the issues of jurisdiction, sovereignty, and enforceability,
=e as issues that relate to other items, including wildlife and pollution. Because

ive in isolation, these become important international issues.

1 involving jurisdiction and/or sovereignty, and ways ii which it impacts on
in their daily lives, thus.:ppear tbroughout this report. I addition, participants
Lat, as Canada lias no ability to police its waters 'and exert sovereignty, it needs to
Ipacity to support developments in the north-and ensure sovereignty.

,o enforce regulation in other areas is also seen as important; for example,
.)ass on Inuit lands and archaeological sites withoifl permission, despite the
international standards for tourism. The presence of an increasing number of
and the significant impact of sucli numbers in so short a time, was mentioned as

further agreed that interjurisdictional problems exist that need to be addressed.
sible to divorce doniestic policy from foreign policy issues. 'Me Nunavut Land
'Ment contains areas i which interjuristictiona1 activities and negotiations are





partnerships with other govemments are one way to ensure that researchi knowledge is shared
and that research is appropriate and required;

with current fiscal realities, it is essential to convince southerners that research is important
and that the Arctic is an essential research area; international agreements help to focus
attention and enhance importance;

another way to, create a willingness ýànong southerners is to educate them as to the impact of
climate change, pollutants, etc: areas in which northern research is essential;

there is a need for a central information base on ail research conducted in the A.rctic;

traditional ecological knowledge is valid and important, and needs to be fully included ini
relevant research projects;

lack of existing researchi requires both short and long ternu research with long terni financial
conunitment fromn national governments;

to ensure information about planned research and
k to the conimunities and to use it to convince fuinding
o continue their support.

)ropriate to the North and its development should be

where they originate,





negotiate to remove barriers such as those in US Marine Protection Act;

by developing markets and relationships, promote northern economic development, social and
cultural weIl-being.

communications and transportation routes and links be looked at within the context of
developing a circuxnpolar trade policy;:

Canada should promote more direct contact among circump.olar nations via northern routes.Exaxnples used included the recent Canada Post agreement'with Greenland, and thje
suggestion that travel from the NWT to Alaska (or the Yukon) should flot have to be routed
via southern Canada.

Sectors that should be considered for promotion on an international level include cottage
industries based on wildlife and traditional slls, and food processing businesses that rely onthe harvesting of northern foods. Canada should also 1ook to develop its expertise in areas
such as land dlaim negotiation.

Sectors that need vigilance include the fishery. While it is becoming increasingly important
to parts of Nunavut, there is increasing concern that overfishing in Arctic waters byinternational fisheries can endanger economic development. Shared stocks have lead toongoing communications with Greenland; Nunavut participates in several international foraon areas identifled within the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement. Concerns were raised about
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Policy Recommendations

a The federal govemnment should review its traditional. role in policy making and work towardsincreasing its emphases on facilitating the links already established between circumpolar groupsand regions, and fostering the growth of new re1ationshipà. The traditional top-down Ottawadriven approacli tends to underestimate the uniqueness of existing and emerging relationshipsamong circumpolar peoples. In addition, the federal government should activate strategies forencouraging networking and consensus building among northemners. 0f particular importance
is the support of existing networks among northern scientists, businesses, NGO's, arts and First
Nations.

*The federal government should review its traditional role in policy making, which. has tendedto emphasize the "triumph of particular nations", and work toward the .development of a newmodel of foreigu policy that focuses on cooperative relations, joint collaboration and thebetterment of ail parties. This approach already characterizes such areas as land clai*iresolution in the north, the "soft" approach to the devolution of responsibilities, and suchinstitutions as the Arctic Council. As embodied in today's north this model la a "people-to-people" approach that i8 cornmuinity based and embraces such elements as gender equality,cultural diversity, environmental integrity and sustainable development. Consistent with thisreconjmendation, it la strongly reconimended that the exchange of people and ideas, whether
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*Ini order for Canada to become a vehicle, driving the development of a fairer demestic worîd,it is recommended that Canadian foreign policy should reflect the current situation i Canada,ýand consistency with domestic values i it's policy initiatives.

a Canada should market its successes, flot only in technology or product development, but alsoin its approaches to developing a fairer and more open society. Fo r example, the land Claimsprocess i the Yukon has been inclusive, open and responsive to local contexts while at the same
time being innovative in its approach. to the reallocation of resources and opportanities. This
process can be a model marketed throughout the world.

N The participants were enthusiastic about the existance of he Arctic Council and reconimended
that its operations within Canada should be located in the north, and emphasis should be put on
northern participation to the greatest extent possible.

a First Nations should be welcomed as voting members of the Arctic Council.. It is anticipated,
that positive experiences among aboriginal groups such as the development of cooperation
agreements, resource sharing accords and other consensus building mechanisms will strengthen
the emerging good will among the members of the Arctic Coundil

a Canada's role i the Arctic Council should be supported at home by mechanisms that ensure
that northerners are involved in defining issues to be brouglit to the Council, as well as i thedevelopment of positions taicen by Canada. In addition, it is recommended that Canada's
representatives on the Arctic Council should hold regular open meetings i the north to ensure
that northern residents are kept aware of its deliberations, and that there be provisions of
accountability set up for Canada's presentations to the Council.

R Although circumpolar peoples share common concemns and face similar challenges, manyissues are extremely complex and defy easy resolution. Often the mere fact of national
boundaries niales solutions difficuit to resolve. It is recomnmended that Canada bring to the
Arctic Council a resolution proposing the establishment of a conflict and dispute resolution
comrnittee (modeîed on a sinilar mechanism found i the Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement )made up of the members and aimed at providing support for the orderly treatment of issues
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Policy Recommendations

Economic DeVelopment/Forei2£n Policy

uiient to encourage and support financially dialogue and
:rest groups in the circumpolar region in the areas of sustainable
-ces management, and business development.

;t a workshop to promote economic

iild make the Arctic Council the information and resource
ch bodies (je: Arctic Institute, Inuit Circumpolar Conference,
etc ... ) to provide an exchange with the Dene and other Polar

polar

a the





Environmental Issues

* Canada must take the lead on ensuring that joint cooperation between ficher circumpolar
countries be made to ensure that funds are available for training, and technology for
environmental dlean-up.

a*Canada must ensure that an exchange of information be made between circumpolar countries
on environmnental impact processes monitorig and preveion.

a Canada should defmne what " Traditional Knowledge " is followed by and imaplementation of it's
positive aspects on a circumpolar scale.

to reduce airborne contaminants and global warming impacts

:ample in environmental "friendliness".

)n making power to A.M.A.P.

.onal education on environmental issues (ie: University of the

how
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Policy Recommendations;

Should Canada develop a northerui-foreign policy

Participants recommeuded that Canada:

should develop a northern foreign policy;

should develop this policy ini consultation with reside Df northemn Canada and not i

as participants ini

ýdpast
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funds and processes should be developed to revisit this process; Northerners should be
included on a continuing, ongoing basis.

as a body for foreign policy development, the Arctic Council should employ certain tools,
including communication, research and the development of a central information base,
education, and the encouragement of aboriginal seif-determination;

development of a northern/circumpolar group witbin Extemal Affairs to support Mary.
Simon; discussion emphasized that this new circumpolar foreign policy group should be
northern in staffmng, philosophy, awareness, etc.

Children, knowledge, education, and the future

Participants who addressed the questions of children/youth and education discussed the
difficulties of experiencing population growth at a time of declining resources for education
and development. This was, feit to be particularly important in that southern Canada is at a





A University of the Arctic should:

focus on arctic issues, and promote cooperation and communication about them;

use existing resources and expertise i circumpolar areas: no brick and mortar were the
words of one participant;

be mun by an international secretaria-t;-

utilize distance and remote learning;

encourage and develop skil1s in northemn youth;

icoprt traditional education, which would require funding to collect on a circumpolar

techniques
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Environmental Concerns

Participants feit that Canada should consider environmental concerns as basic to the
development of foreign policy, and should strive to:

world shares
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Jurisdiction, sovereignty, and Canada's ability to enforce

Participants who addressed the issues of jurisdiction, sovereignty, and enforceability,
discussed them as issues that relate to other items, including wildlife and pollution. Because
we do not live in isolation, these become important internxational issues.

Points raised involving jurisdiction and/or sovereignty, and ways in which it impacts on
uortherners in their daily lives, thusLappear tbroughout this report. I addition, participants
suggested that, as Canada has no ability to police its waters and exert sovereignty, it needs to
develop a capacity to support developuients in the north and ensure sovereignty.

The ability to enforce regulation in other areas is also seen as important; for example,
tists trsps on Inuit lands and arciiaeological sites without permission, despite the
existne of nentoa standards for tourism. The presence of an increasing number of
cruise ships, and the significaut impact of such numbers iu so short a time, was mentioned as
an xmpe

Participants fuirther agreed that intexjurisdictional problems exist that need to be addressed.





partnerships with other governments are one way to ensure that research knowledge is shared
and that research is appropriate and required;

with current fiscal realities, it is essential to convînce southerners that research is important
and that the Arctic is an essential research area; international agreements help to focus
attention and enhance importance;

another way to create a willingness among southerners is to educate themn as to the impact of
climate change, pollutants, etc: areas li which northern research is essential;

there is a need for a central information base on ail researchi conducted in the Arctic;

traditional ecological knowledge is valid and important, and needs to be fully included li
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negotiate to, remove barriers such as those in US Marine Protection Act,

by developing markets and relationships, promote northern economic development, social and
cultural well-being.

communications and transportation routes and links be looked at within the context Of
developing a circumpolar trade policy;,

Canada should promote more direct contact among circumpplar nations via northern routes.
Examples used included the recent Canada Post agreement;'with Greenland, and the
suggestion that travel from the NWT to Alaska (or the Yukon) should not have to be routed
via southern Canada.

Sectors that should be considered for promotion on an international level include cottage
industries based on wildlife and traditional skills, and food processing businesses that rely on
the har-vesting of northemn foods. Canada should also 1ook to develop its expertise in areas
such as land dlaim negotiation.

Sectors that need vigilance include the fishery. While it is becoming increasingly important
to parts of Nunavut, there is increasing concern that overfisbing in A.rctic waters by
international fisheries can endanger economic development. Shared stocks have lead to

about
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